
Equus Ultra HD DR

Portable Digital X-Ray System

Ultra high definition ......perfect equine DR



PORTABLE DIGITAL X-RAY 

Digital radiography and beyond

Metron DVM Software

Highly acclaimed Metron Lumina DVM 
Aquisition and Review/Report Software 
with patented Mark Up Routines and the 
exclusive Intellect Module for rapid 
automatic image orientation, labelling, 
cropping and mark-up.  Only system 
featuring automatic radiograph callibration.

The Equus Ultra DR System is an ultra-high definition flat panel DR Digital Suite. The 
system comprises flat panel detector, Metron acquisition software, laptop & carry case. 

Equus has the highest DQE in the market place

100% Wireless
The portable kit is completely wireless both 
for data transmission as well as power supply. 
In addition the XRPad detectors can be 
charged from empty to full in only 30 
minutes! 
Battery life is approximately 150 minutes per 
battery and three batteries are supplied with 
each system.

Laptop
High quality laptop for acquisition and review 
with full HD screen.  Nitro AN5-15-51 PC; 
Intel Core i7, 16gb/ram, Windows 10.

Mobility
Equus Ultra DR System can be supplied with 
either a rigid flight case or a soft carry case.  
Will fit easily into the back of a car.



ROBUST DIGITAL wireless
DETECTOR 

Features & Benefits
25cm x 30cm (1o x 12") image
High resolution pixel pitch (5.0lp/mm) 
Direct deposition Csl for excellent image quality 
Up to 65,536 grey levels (16-bit ADC) Automatic 
exposure detection (AED)
Wi-Fi interface (station and access point modes) 
Docking connector for GigE, power and sync On-
board pixel corrections and storage Dynamic mode 
for tomosynthesis 
Fast preview image
Robust and lightweight design

Sensor Panel 
Scintillator
Dimensions
Pixel pitch
Detector weight
Weight durability
Communication

Image preview time
Cycle time

Pixel Matrix 
Battery type
Battery charging time
Number of exposures

Amorphous silicon active TFT Diode array
Direct deposition Csl:TI
(WxDxH) 282mm x 332mm x 15.5mm
100 μm
1.8 kg
150 kg @ ø 40 mm / 300 kg @ full image field
Wireless LAN 802.11n Wi-Fi standard at 5GHz 
GigE, trigger & power via docking connector
Less than 2 seconds
Approx. 7 seconds (with dedicated wired connection)
Approx. 9 seconds (with wireless LAN connection)
2508 x 3004
Rechargeable Battery 11.1v
Empty to full within 30 minutes
146 images / 4.0 hours

The XRPad2 3025 is a lightweight wireless cassette detector with advanced features enabling digital 
radiography as never seen before.

Featuring best-in class 100μm pixel size, direct deposition Csl scintillator and excellent DQE, XRpad2 
3025 enables high resolution imaging with reduced X-ray exposure.  The XRpad is lightweight, robust 
and ergonomic, permitting easy lifting.  Automatic exposure detection, on-board corrections and 
wireless access point mode makes system integration quick and simple.

Features include fast preview, internal image storage and magnetic connector for docking.  
Continuous imaging at up to 10 fps facilitates advanced applications such as tomosynthesis, dual 
energy subtraction and image stitching.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS XRPad2 3025



METRON DVM ACQUISITION 
SOFTWARE
With unique guided mark-up routines

Features
Standard, Zoom, Pan, Scroll, Real Size, Multi-
view, Collections, Window/Level, Histogram, 
Edge etc. Free mark-up, annotations, Image Label 
etc. Advanced patented & exclusive guided mark-
up routines for palmar angle, P3 Descent, hoof 
angle etc.
Advanced anatomical image filters and video 
morphing
User programmable exposure sequences DICOM 
PACS Push/Pull Q/R Send/receive funtions CD/
DVD burn and multi-format export (jpeg, bmp, 
dicom etc.
Exclusive Send to Web Viewer & iPad/iPhone 
viewer
Intellect module for fully automatic mark-up, 
orientation, labelling etc.
Auto-scaler for computed measurement available

Advantages
Intuitive, natural, easy to use
The vet friendly graphical user interface looks and 
feels like practice management software. World 
class imaging algorithms
Excellent telephone & online support. Narrated 
videos
Unique, exclusive, patented guided mark-up 
routines which include vertebral heart score, 
Norberg hip, TTA/TPLO,DAR, Distraction 
index, Penn Hip & many more
Easy to enter client data
Metron is the number one software solution in 
the USA



Our other Equine Specialist products

Ultra 9020BT Battery Powered Portable X-ray 
Built in rechargeable lithium-ion battery. Charge 
for 2+ hours /over 500 images 
Weighs just 9.5kgs including battery pack

Mobile Radial Pressure Wave Shockwave unit 
For non-invasive shockwave therapy
Over 1 million shots before transmitter head needs 
replacing

4 Vet Slim Ultrasound Scanner
Performs complex imaging diagnostics
Very strong aluminium body, main unit weighs just 4kg 
10.4" touchscreen with easy access to user options

Gbox 15w Diode Laser
The best value, portable diode laser system on the 
market
Capable of both surgical & therapeutic applications 
8" touchscreen display

VetAssure B23 Sterilisation Autoclave
Reliable, extremely durable and easy to use
Longer chamber for equine instruments
Available up to 60 litre capacity

Podoblock
Aluminium top block with choice of angles from 45-60°. 
Simple, unique hands free system
Guarantees same angle in every position
Supplied with Podoholder to protect cassette & secure 
exact position for standard hoof exams 

Distance Cassette Holder
Built to create maximum distance from the radiation 
source as well as from the horse
3D-adjustable telescopic stick
Super lightweight protection for your Analog or Digital 
cassettes



Aquarius Centre, Edison Close, Waterwells Business Park, 
Quedgeley, Gloucestershire, GL2 2FN 

Tel:  01452 347101
Email:  info@photonsurgicalsystems.co.uk 

www.photonsurgicalsystems.co.uk
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